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Introduction
Pets have been an important part of human life throughout 

history, independent of culture [1]. For thousands of years, animals 
and humans have coexisted. While most of these relationships 
benefited humans, a minority of them offered survival advantages  

 
for animals. The relationship between humans and animals may be 
as old as 32,000 years, and it remains true even today. The majority 
of households have at least one pet, with up to 65% of these 
containing a dog or cat [2]. Many people would say that having a 
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Background: Children’s social, emotional, and cognitive development, as well as 
their mental wellbeing and quality of life, are all affected by their pet attachment. Animals 
and humans have lived side by side for thousands of years. Although the majority of 
these relationships benefited humans, a limited number of them benefited animals. 
Attachments, including those between humans and their pets, provide a specific and 
open source of social support, according to theorists.

Objective: The purpose of this study was to examine the relationship between age 
and pet attachment in individuals and to find out the gender differences

Methods: It was a cross sectional descriptive study. Data was collected from 
participants (n=200) including both males and females ranging from age thirteen to 
sixty four from Abbottabad, Islamabad and Rawalpindi. Data was analyzed using SPSS 
20 version. A correlational and t test analysis was run between the total scores on the 
Lexington Attachment to Pets Scale. 

Results: Results obtained from this study indicated that there is a significant 
positive relationship between age and pet attachment whereas, there is no major gender 
differences found in the population of Pakistan.

Conclusion: There was a significant positive relationship between age and pet 
attachment whereas, there is no major gender differences found in the population of 
Pakistan.
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pet fulfils the need for warmth and reassurance, help, and security 
[3]. Research shows that humans and their pets can develop strong 
attachments to each other, and some pets have demonstrated 
attachment behaviors toward their human caretakers. There are 
occasions where these relationships have been shown to increase 
the physical and emotional well-being of both species [4]. The roots 
of attachment theory are found in ethology, where the study of 
evolutionary and biological concepts are concerned with the nature 
of mother-offspring relationships. In order for offspring to obtain 
food, warmth, shelter, and other services during a particularly 
vulnerable time of life, attachment served as a mechanism that 
allowed them to locate their caregiver [5].

When humans are in need, animals can provide compassion, 
pleasure, and affection, and they respond with unconditional love 
[6]. People who are deeply attached to their pets, their pets are 
treated as members of their family [7]. Having an animal can provide 
socialization and security for the owner. To claim that an animal is a 
pet means that a person has developed a bond with it, which offers 
both psychological and social support [8]. The existence of dogs in 
urban areas and family homes is becoming increasingly popular 
throughout the world [9]. The characteristics of the pet owner, such 
as age, gender, income/social class, marital status, rural/urban 
residence and household type, have been shown to be associated 
with the number of pets owned [10]. Attachment figures as defined 
by four features. Their physical proximity and accessibility are 
enjoyable (proximity maintenance); they are missed when absent 
(separation distress); they are reliable sources of comfort (secure 
base); and they are intended to relieve distress (safe haven) [11].

The term attachment in people is often characterized by 
reference to Bowlby’s (1969) theory, which considers attachment 
to be a deep and long-lasting emotional connection that binds 
one person to another through space and time [12]. Society is 
increasingly accepting service animals as beneficial to our welfare, 
and many owners regard them as sincere and affectionate family 
members. The relational and supportive dimensions of the human–
companion animal connection are best understood with the aid of 
human relationship theories [13]. The study investigated the role 
of pet attachment in individuals with respect to age and the level of 
attachment in males and females. The contact with the animal may 
also directly and positively influence the physiological state of the 
human being, which is linked to releases at the owner’s oxytocin 

level when their pets look at them [14]. In this study the authors 
emphasizes the impact of Age in pet owners on their behavioral 
and social aspects like age related loneliness, their attachments 
with their pets, wellbeing and Quality of life and neurological 
recreational roles of pets in old age pet owners.

Method
A total of 200 individuals were taken in this present study. 

Participants were pet owners (pets include dog, cat, fishes and 
birds), aged between 13 and 64 years. Among them 100 were 
female and 100 male participants. Data was collected from 
Abbottabad, Islamabad and Rawalpindi. For the purpose of data 
collection convenient sampling technique was used and research 
was conducted using cross sectional design. The Lexington 
Attachment to Pets Scale, LAPS [15] with certain modifications was 
used as measure in the study. LAPS is a 23 item scale, and each item 
is rated on a 5 point Likert scale from 1 to 5 (1 = agree strongly, 2 
= agree somewhat, 3 = disagree somewhat, 4 = disagree strongly 
and 5 = don’t know or refuse) [15]. It was a cross sectional study 
design and the method used for collection of data was convenient 
sampling. Informed consent has being taken from the participants. 
Participants were informed about the nature of study and assured 
that data collected will only be used for research purpose. The 
results in this study were analyzed by performing data analysis 
using SPSS version 20 in which demographics frequencies were 
calculated, and correlation was checked, of pet attachment with age 
by using Pearson Product Moment correlation analysis. And to test 
the gender differences in level of pet attachment, t-test analysis was 
used.

Results
100 males and 100 females participated in this study. Pets 

were divided into two categories that is, animals and birds given 
in (Figure 1). The age of participants is given in (Figure 2). The 
number of animals owned by participants was 178 (89.0%) and 
number of birds was 22 (11.0%). Cronbach’s alpha reliability of 
LAPS (Lexington Attachment to Pets Scale) indicates that items of 
the scale used are internally consistent to assess pet attachment 
in individuals. Result indicates there is a weak significant positive 
correlation between age and pet attachment (Table 1). The mean 
difference for pet attachment among male and females shows no 
significant differences (p=.31) among males and females on the 
scale of pet attachment (Table 2).

Table 1: Pearson Product Correlation between age and pet attachment of the individuals (N=200).

S.no Variables 1 2

1 Age .18*

2 Pet Attachment - -

Note: *p<.05
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Table 2: Mean difference for pet attachment.

Variable Gender n M SD t p Std Error 
Mean Cohen’s d

95% CI

LL UL

LAPS Total
Male 100 44.9 9.67 1.01 .31 0.97 .14 -1.34 4.19

Female 100 43.5 10.16 1.01 .31 1.02 .14 -1.34 4.19

Note: df= 198

CI: Confidence Interval; LL: Lower Limit; UL: Upper Limit

Figure 1: Bar chart of frequency of types of pets.

Figure 2: Bar chart of frequency of Age of participants.

Discussion
The present study was designed to investigate the relationship 

of age with pet attachment and also find out whether there is any 
gender differences present in level of pet attachment. The sample 
of study comprised of 200 participants constituting males and 

females. Pet attachment was measured by using The Lexington 
Attachment to Pets Scale, LAPS was developed by Johnson, et al. 
[15]. The first hypothesis of the study was to find relationship of 
pet attachment with age. It was hypothesized that pet attachment 
has a positive relationship with age. Cronbach’s alpha reliability of 
LAPS (Lexington Attachment to Pets Scale) is 0.82 which indicates 
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that items of the scale used are internally consistent to assess pet 
attachment in individuals. The first hypothesis of the study was to 
find relationship of pet attachment with age. It was hypothesized 
that pet attachment has a positive relationship with age. Findings 
through Pearson Product correlation indicated that there exists 
a significant weak positive relationship (r = .18, p<. 05) of pet 
attachment with age.

The results show weak but significant correlation between 
the two. This suggests that with aged people are more attached 
to their pets. It supports the hypothesis of this present study that 
pet attachment is positively linked with age. Previous studies have 
shown the same results on the relationship between pet attachment 
and age. In a study conducted by Goldmeier [16], who carried out 
a correlation study that showed that older women living with pets 
were less lonely, more optimistic and more interested in making 
plans for the future, as well as less nervous compared to women 
living alone [16]. Finding through t-test analysis indicate that there 
are no differences in level of pet attachment among males and 
females (t = .31, p<.05). The results show no significant differences 
among males and females on the scale of pet attachment. Results 
don’t support the hypothesis of this present study. Many studies 
show that people have strong affectionate ties with their dogs, 
treating them as family members or children.

The present study investigates differences between female and 
male owners during interactions with their dogs, in a situation 
designed to investigate attachment and thus to promote emotional 
and emotional reactions: Ainsworth’s Strange Situation. Twenty-
five owners of dogs, 10 men and 15 women, were observed during 
free interactions with their pets in an adapted version of the 
‘strange situation procedure.’ Their behavior towards their pets 
has been recorded in video. There were no clear gender differences 
in affiliation and play behavior. Both women and men engaged in 
dog play and provided physical comfort. There were no differences 
in the level of attachment reported by women and men in the 
questionnaire [17].

Conclusion
 This study was conducted with an aim to see the relationship of 

pet attachment with age and also to find gender differences in level 
of pet attachment. From the above mentioned literature, results 
and discussion, it is suggested that there exist a weak significant 
positive relationship of pet attachment with age; also, there are no 
significant gender differences present in level of pet attachment. 
Result indicates a positive relation of pet attachment with age.
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